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06.06.2013
The VC Breakfast Club - at Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton LLP provides a terrific opportunity for up to 10
entrepreneurs to meet with a VC or Angel Group in a relaxed, informal setting, to build relationships and get
valuable feedback on their startup idea. Participating entrepreneurs deliver an elevator pitch, and the guest VC
provides immediate feedback, enabling fast, effective, accessible mentoring and relationship development.
Entrepreneurs will be given 5-10 minutes to discuss their business with the VC. Depending on the number of
attendees for each event there may be more or less time to speak.
To get the most out of these breakfast meetings, attendees should be prepared to provide a clear, concise
elevator pitch about their business, and be able to answer questions from the VC.
This event is co-sponsored by Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton LLP along with SVForum.
Carol Sands is the Founder and the Managing Member of The Angels' Forum and The Halo Funds. She has 30
years of experience with investing, entrepreneurial, and large corporate institutions. Carol's career started in the
Midwest where she was a bank officer with First Bank Systems and held marketing and sales positions with
Motorola and Xerox Computer Services. After moving to San Francisco, she was hired into executive positions
at Arthur Young (Ernst & Young) and Coopers & Lybrand (PricewaterhouseCoopers).
In 1997, she formed The Angels' Forum, an innovative angel group. The Angels' Forum organizes individual
investors with previous entrepreneurial experience to invest using a venture capital model for due diligence,
mentoring, and board management.
In 2000, Carol co-founded The Halo Fund, a $25 million venture fund invested in early stage, Silicon Valley based
start ups, with Ed Esber, Phil Schlein, Craig Sirnio and Ed Berkowitz. The same core partners later launched Halo
II and Halo III.
A globally recognized expert, Carol consults with government officials and corporations about early-stage
investing and innovation. She teaches â€œAngel Investing for the Serious Investorâ€ at Stanford University's
Continuing Education Program and has guest lectured at other universities around the world.
An active investor, she belongs to or consults with many organizations that support the entrepreneurial spirit
including The Indus Entrepreneurs (TiE) as a Charter Member, SV Forum, M31, CINA, The Band of Angels, Golden
Seeds, Berkeley and The Stanford Angels & Entrepreneurs. Involved in women's leadership, she is on the
Advisory Board for Global Women's Leadership Network and is a member of The International Women's Forum.
Passionate about the impact that small amounts of money can make when combined with innovative thinking,
she is also a Director of the Sands Family Foundation which funds early stage and pre NIH (National Institute of
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Health) research relating to prostate and ovarian cancers. Carol received her B.A. in Business Administration
from The University of Iowa.
This event is intended for entrepreneurs seeking feedback on their startup ideas and funding strategies. Please do not
register if you do not fit this profile. Seating is limited to 10 entrepreneurs!
NOTE - You must be pre-registered for this event to attend (and have a confirmation number). We do not allow walkins to this event. Thank you.
Click here for a description and to formally register.
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